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12:40:32   From    Lisa   Behnke   :   Having   students   understand   what   the   real   life   experience   is   
and   job   responsibilities   in   these   industries   and   careers   needs   to   be   better   clarified.   
12:52:02   From    Kimberley   Collins   -   Monroe   (she/her)   :   Where   do   you   get   the   age   out   
data?   
13:09:45   From    Michael   Polcari   :   Do   you   have   wage   data   on   students   who   transferred   
from   MCC   to   a   4   year   school   and   graduated   as   opposed   to   those   who   went   directly   to   a   4   year   
school   and   graduated?   
13:09:50   From    Dave   Usinski   -   SUNY   Erie   CC   :   I   would   imagine   that   student   advisement   
can   be   anchored   by   this   data.    So,   how   much   time   is   spent   with   first   year   students   during   
advisement   sessions?    Or   is   this   done   in   a   FYE   course?   
13:12:37   From    Ethel   Weeks   -   Nassau   :   How   do   you   work   with   academic   departments   to   
get   all   the   processes   you   are   describing   done?   Can   you   give   an   example?   
13:13:49   From    christinework   SUNY   Orange   :   While   I   appreciate   very   much   the   SUNY   
and   DOL   collaboration   to   access   employment   data,   I   have   to   admit   I   find   it   a   bit   intimidating.    I   
do   not   want   to   access/share   data   that   is   beyond   my   ability   to   understand   and   share   accurately.   
Any   thoughts?!?!?!?   
13:14:22   From    christinework   SUNY   Orange   :   Also,   has   your   institution   ever   "closed"   a   
program   as   a   result   of   reviewing   the   data.   
13:19:10   From    Megan   Stadler   :   Do   you   receive   the   raw   UI   data   from   SUNY   that   is   used   
for   the   Post-Grad   Wages   Dashboard?   With   employer   info   included?   
13:27:28   From    Todd   Korol   :   Thank   you!   
13:27:31   From    Dave   Usinski   -   SUNY   Erie   CC   :   Will   the   ppt   be   made   available?   
13:27:48   From    Deborah   Wolfson,   Suffolk   County   Community   College   :   SO   MUCH   TO   
LEARN,   SO   MUCH   TO   DO!   
13:28:22   From    Ethel   Weeks   -   Nassau   :   Lots   of   work   ahead   of   us   at   Nassau   to   create   all   
these    insightful   charts   and   inform   students.   
13:28:28   From    Lisa   Behnke   :   Mapping   to   ensure   one   program   can   support   many   
occupational   jobs.   Great   work!   
13:28:33   From    Suzanne   Hickey   :   Thank   you   for   sharing   your   ideas   and   model.    It   helps   to   
get   my   mind   around   all   of   this;   and   provides   a   nice   springboard   for   moving   ahead.    Thank   you   
and   be   well.   
13:28:34   From    Dave   Usinski   -   SUNY   Erie   CC   :   Thank   you   
13:28:41   From    SUNY   JCC   -   Elizabeth   Booth   :   Thank   you,   excellent   session.   
13:28:41   From    Genette   Alvarez-Ortiz   :   Thank   you.   
13:28:53   From    Michael   Polcari   :   Thanks   -   excellent   ideas   and   will   help   guide   our   efforts!   
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